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I.

Objectives

The main goal of this Short Term Scientific Mission was to get a training in detecting direct
and indirect evidences of gas hydrate and free gas presences in marine sediments. As
processing influence interpretation of seismic data and there are many different processing
approaches, we included both processing and interpretation in our work. Other aim of the
mission was to focus on Bottom Simulating Reflection (BSR). as recent studies shows that
either hydrates are not always present in well logs from places showing BSR in seismic log
(Majumdar et al. 2016, Geophysical Research Letters), or BSR can show structure I-II hydrate
transition (Paganoni et al. 2016, Geophysical research Letters). It is also likely that gas
hydrates will occur without BSR. We approached case of hydrates in fjord system.

Finishing this STSM I will be able to contribute to the WG1 “Resource assessment” and its
objective of screening available data in order to reinterpret it and find hydrate occurrences.

II.

Description of carried out work

STSM lasted for three weeks and work was divided into three parts, two parts were
consecutive and one was performed in the meantime. In the first week we have focused on
revising the physical background of seismic method and basics of seismic processing with
focus on filter and AGC. Afterwards we have interpreted stacked data taking into account
also amplitude, phase and frequency plots. Our discussions and literature search have lead
us to the idea of checking potential BSR depth in fiord setting to answer why do we have
seabed features like pockmarks and gas flares, but without any proven gas hydrates
occurrences and BSR’s in seismic image.

III.

Results
For the training purpose data from Chilean margin was provided by host and used to perform
processing and interpretation. The processing and interpretation were performed in Seismic
Unix (SU), an free open source unix based operating system.

a. Processing
We have applied processing workflow as follow.


Read SEG-Y data into SU
>> segyread tape=fldr3750_3850.sgy verbose=1 endian=1 | segyclean >
data.su



Write an SEGY Tape
>> segyhdrs<fldr3750_3850.su | segywrite tape=data_out.sgy bfile=binary



View SU data
>> suxwigb<data.su perc=98 title="wiggle trace" &
>> suximage<data.su perc=98 title="image" &



Set geometry
>> susort <data.su fldr tracf|sushw key=sx a=0 c=50 j=48|sushw key=offset
a=-125 b=-12.5 j=48 c=0 |suchw key1=gx key2=offset key3=sx b=1 c=1|
>> suchw key1=cdp key2=gx key3=sx b=1 c=1 d=2 > data_geom.su



Trace editing (zero out traces)
>> sukill<data_geom.su key=tracl min=120 count=3 >data_edit.su



Suppress noises
## frequency spectrum analysis
>> suwind <fldr3750_3850.su key=fldr min=3750 max=3750 | suspecfx |
suximage perc=98&
## band-pass filter
>> sufilter <fldr3750_3850.su f=7,14,80,160 >filterBP_fldr3750_3850.su
## compare the data before and after filter
>> suop2 fldr3750_3850.su filterBP_fldr3750_3850.su op=diff | suwind
key=fldr min=3750 max=3750 | suxwigb perc=98&



Trace muting
## pick the mute line and then cut by key=offset for all the shot gathers
>> sh Xmute.sh



Geometrical spreading correction
## using the constant velocity

>> susort<data.su cdp offset| sudivcor trms=0 vrms=1500 >data_divcor.su
## using the stacking velocity
>> sh sudivcor_new.sh


Deconvolution
>> supef<data_divcor.su

minlag=.008 maxlag=.13 pnoise=0.001 |sufilter

f=7,14,80,160 >decon_divcor.su


Stacking velocity analysis
## velocity analysis
>> sh Velan
## velocity interpolation
>> sh AddVel



Normal moveout correction and stack
>> sunmo<decon_divcor.su par=stkvel.pnew >Nmo_Decon.su
>> sustack<Nmo_Decon.su > stack.su
# AGC
>> sugain<stack.su agc=1 wgac=0.5|suximage perc=98&



Migration

Figure 1 Two sample raw data shots with description

Raw data shots (Figure 1) are not fit for interpretation as apart from data it consists
of noise which should be removed. We can see direct wave, lateral events and noise.


Direct wave travels through the ground directly without being reflected or
refracted by subsurface layer.



Lateral event does not represent true geology.



Noise natural for example caused by ocean waves and manmade for example
caused by the ship.

Geometry
Geometry setting is an updating trace identity. It consists of shot coordinate, receiver
coordinate, source-receiver offset and setting common depth point (CDP). The
objective of geometry setting is to obtain valid trace header values from acquisition
geometry, especially the information belonging to the same subsurface depth (CDP)
for improving S/N ratio.

Frequency filtering of seismic data
The frequencies affect both the horizontal and vertical seismic resolution in the data.
High frequency give high resolution while low frequency give low resolution. Wind,
instrument, and cultural effects can generate unwanted noise at frequencies outside
the seismic band. Often these are high frequency signals. Alternatively, ground roll
and ship generated noise are low frequency. If this is the case then the seismic signal
might lie in a frequency band that is distinct from the noise. Thus by applying
bandpass filter most of high and low frequency noise can be suppressed. To find
appropriate filter it is useful to prepare filter panel (Figure 2), a comparison of
different frequency filters.

Figure 2 Filter panel

Automatic Gain Control
An Automatic Gain Control (AGC) balances out amplitudes across a whole trace, using
a sliding window. An average value for the amplitude is calculated inside the
window, and then a scale factor calculated to normalize this to a fixed value. It helps
to make reflections well visible and to help with weakening amplitude down trace.
An example AGC comparison for same shot is presented on Figure 3.

Figure 3 AGC

Application of proper processing and finding best parameters is necessary
preparation for interpretation. It is very important to process the data having in mind
the scope of study to obtain the best results. An example is presented on Figure 4.

Figure 4 Plots presenting comparison of raw data with processed one

b. Interpretation
Data after processing is ready for interpretation (Figure 5). As the applied processing
method was a very conservative method for attenuation and will maintain the
original amplitude characteristics of the signal, because the process works in narrow
frequency bands. This allows to apart of plotting stack picture use also amplitude,
phase and frequency plots (Figure 6) to refine interpretation and better trace seismic
horizons.
The instantaneous amplitude measures the reflectivity strength, which is
proportional to the square root of the total energy of the seismic signal at an instant
of time. The instantaneous phase is used to emphasize the continuity of events on a
seismic section. The temporal rate of change of the instantaneous phase is the
instantaneous frequency. The instantaneous frequency may have a high degree of
variation, which may be related to stratigraphy. However, it also may be difficult to
interpret all this variation.

Figure 5 Processed data stack

Figure 6 Modes compilation

Bottom Simulating Reflection
Bottom simulating reflector (BSR) is a reflection
roughly parallel to the seafloor and it has opposite
polarity than the seafloor (Figure 7). It is connected to
the seismic wave velocity change. Presumably it is
caused by the contrast between gas hydrates forming
solid body and underlying free gas in gas saturated
sediments. Unfortunately BSR presence is not always
connected to gas hydrates, but to other abrupt change
to contrasting rock body. Majumdar et al. 2016 states
that BSR enhances by 2.6 chance of hiting hydrates in
comparison to places without hydrates.
To have clear BSR it is necessary to have free gas
underlying hydrates and it is not a case if we have
shallow sedimentary cover and not porous bedrock. As
for example in fiords.

Figure 7 BSR with distinct
different from sea flor
polarisation

c. Isfiorden modeling
One of well-studied examples of different premises showing gas hydrates presence
despite lack of BSR is Isfjorden. We started to model base of hydrate stability zone. It
was necessary to determine: bathymetry, bottom water temperature, geothermal
gradient and salinity.
Fiord setting implies shallow water and thin sedimentary cover. Bathymetry is
strongly influenced by glacial – interglacial cycles and glaciers activity (Figure 8).

Figure 8 Isfjorden bathymetry

We assume gas composition as homogenous methane, it is possible that in that
particular setting higher hydrocarbons are present.

Water salinity is variable due to seasonal oceanographic changes and fit in range
between 28 -35 PSU, but in case of shallow depths the stability is not much altered
(Figure 9).

Figure 9 Gas hydret stability in two salinity scenarios

The problem is far more comlex concidering temperature. From one hand
temperature in winter and summer can differ significantly. Summer scenario is
calculated for 3°C and winter scenario for -1.8°C. Another story is geothermal
gradient that needs to be ekstrapolated from previously determined gradients in
vicinity. Our calculations includes three scenarios 20°C/km, 30°C/km and 40°C/km.
Temperature influenceon base of hydrate stability zone is pictured on Figure 10.

Figure 10 Different scenarios of base of hydrates stability

Finally results of modeling were plotted (Figure 11). Maps shows that geothermal
gradient influences mainly stability zone thickness, and area of hydrates stability is
way smaller in summer, when it is only present in the deepest part, than in in winter,
when it is present in majority of the fiord.
That shows that hydrates in the fiord setting can be in metastable conditions, and to
understand it better it is necessary to perform also dynamic modeling, including and
focusing on time.

Figure 11 Maps of base of hydrates stability for Isfjorden

IV.

Future collaboration
The collaboration was very successful. Despite short time we have accomplished a lot of
things. It can be a kick off for further cooperation, as we haven’t finished yet case study of
Isfjorden and have only preliminary results. It was also quite short time for work with seismic
processing, thus I hope to continue cooperation and learn more form Umberta and Michela.

V.

Foreseen publications
From one hand Isfjorden is quite well studied, but from the other nobody has made a study
aiming to asses possible state of hydrates and influence of oceanographic changes for GHSZ
due to shallow water depth. We are planning to obtain missing data and publish the results
in scientific article.

